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REVIEWER



reviewer’s questions

 Pros:

 What is the principal contradiction?

 What is most important influential parameters ?

 Other minor issues. . .

 Cons:

 What is the principal contradiction? Does the 
pro seize it?

 What the most important influential 
parameters ? Does the pro have seized these 
parameters it?

 Where is the biggest flaw in the report?
 Other minor issues. . .



Problem



The evaluation of the positive and 
negative side of pro and con's 
reply



Reporter’s expression

 Clear Structure
 Logical expression
 Clear experiment       

phenomena in forms of 
pictures and videos

 Unclear Structure 
 Expression not 

logical enough
 Lack of pictures, 

videos, not vivid
 Failed to give 

complete answer to 
question

pros cons



Reporter’s theory

Well structed(a good 
plan)

Discuss some 
important things like 
Blind Zone!

 Talked about the 
density of light and 
type of particles,which 
is good.

 Fail to explain the work priciple 
of camera.

 Fail to discuss the difference 
between sun light and flash 
theoretically

 Fail to discuss diffraction
 The unit thing is not clearly 

talked.
 Lens

advantages disadvantages



Reporter’s experiments

 Control the 
condition(dark, flash) 
and 
variables(distance) 
well

 Fail to provide enough 
pictures or videos 
about the experiment 
setting.

 Fail to control the flow 
of the particle

pros cons



opponent’s expression

 Clear logic of raising 
questions

 Very organized          
expression

 Courteous demeanor

 Unclear logic of 
raising questions

 Expression not well 
organized

 Lack of courtesy

advantages disadvantages



Opponent’s Overall Performance

 Notice some important 
points like the lens 
system.

 Notice the lack of 
considered parameter.

 Spend too much time 
on one issue(Lens 
system) and ignore 
other problems.

pros cons



That both sides discussed the 
evaluation process

 First, the Opponent questioned. . Reporter replied: . 
We reviewer said. . The two sides' discussion is [not] 
meaningful. .

 Next, the Opponent questioned. . Reporter replied: . 
We Reviewer said. .



reviewer’s suggestion

 Explore more parameters;
 The discussion should focus on



THANKS FOR YOUR 
ATTENTION


